EXPERIENCE
THE DIFFERENCE

PERFORMANCE
SO OUTSTANDING,
IT NEEDS TO BE
EXPERIENCED
Cromax XP is a high-quality solventborne basecoat that
delivers the premium appearance and exceptional color
match you expect from Axalta, a coatings and color leader.
With its outstanding coverage, Cromax XP makes
it easy to achieve a quality finish for your customers.
Most colors cover in just 2-3 coats, and with Cromax’s
proven color tools, formulas retrieval is simple and
color match is accurate.
Cromax XP is also user-friendly. It’s easy to learn, use,
and repair (if ever needed), so technicians can get to
work with minimal training.
Experience the coverage.
Experience the color match.
Experience the ease of use.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.

EXPERIENCE
THE COVERAGE
With the superior coverage and hiding of Cromax XP,
achieving full opacity is easier than ever. In fact,
most colors can be achieved in just 2-3 coats.
Cromax XP covers through a simple application
process with even flake disbursement and
color control. The result is an exceptionally
smooth, premium finish - even with the
most complex colors.

EXPECT MORE
Cromax XP has 10% - 20% better coverage
than most solventborne competitors.

EXPERIENCE
THE COLOR MATCH
Cromax XP is more than a basecoat - it’s the
ultimate color match companion. With an intuitive
fan deck full of 6,000+ color chips that have been
sorted chromatically for quick color verification and
visually verified for match quality, the color match
results with Cromax XP are truly outstanding.
Cromax XP fan decks are designed to work
with ColorNet, a user-friendly software
platform that helps make color formula
retrieval and reporting quicker and
easier. ColorNet gives you access
to a comprehensive library of color
formulas that is updated monthly.

EXPERIENCE
THE EASE OF USE
Cromax XP offers an experience that is simple and
streamlined for ease of use. It has a very high tolerance
for variances in application technique and temperature,
and it accommodates multiple blending processes.
Cromax XP also has a very forgiving surface texture.
This makes it easy to repair, should this ever be needed.

Easy to learn
Streamlined product list reduces
complexity so technicians have
fewer products to learn

Easy to use
Simple mix ratio and
wide-application range

Easy to maintain
Cromax XP is packaged in
gallon or quart-sized toners
for the colors you use most often,
and pints for the colors you don’t.
The result? Fewer products
to order and store.
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